Asocio Summit 2016 – Letter of Acceptance

Thank you for signing up for the Asocio Summit meeting in Macedonia 16 – 18 September, 2016. You will
find all necessary information in this letter for the planning of your trip to Macedonia. The next newsletter,
which you will receive end of August, will cover your selection of the workshops.

The venue
The Summit takes place at the Macedonian Scout Center Ohrid in the south east of Macedonian on the
brink of Lake Ohrid where River Daljan joins Lake Ohrid. See location here.

Transport:
(This is not applicable to the Danish members of Asocio. You will get information in a separate mail)
It is time to book your transport now. You have at least three options:




Fly to Skopje where we will hire a bus/van to drive you to Ohrid Friday afternoon. The bus ride
takes about 2½ hours to Ohrid so you should arrive in Ohrid no later than 14.00 Friday.
Fly directly to Ohrid via Belgrade, Amsterdam, London or Zurich. The airport is very close to the
Scout Center Ohrid, and we will pick you up in the airport.
Go by car. If you are coming 3-4 people from a neighboring country, you may consider driving to
Ohrid. Remember to allow time for pauses and traffic jam.

If you plan to arrive Thursday or leave Monday, we will arrange accommodation either in Skopje or in Ohrid
of your choice.

When you have made your transport arrangements, please inform Goran Gjorgjiev, goran@scout.org.mk
about arrival/departure times. Goran will arrange transport from/to airport and accommodation before or
after the Summit if needed. Also, inform Goran if you plan to arrive by car.
As mentioned in the invitation, Asocio will reimburse cost of transportation for person no. 3 and 4. Send
your expenditure documentation to summit@asocio.dk or bring it to the Summit including bank transfer
information: IBAN, name and address of account holder, BIC, name and address of bank.
Submit all practical questions about transport and accommodation directly to Goran goran@scout.org.mk
and any other questions, e.g. about expenses to summit@asocio.dk.

Program:
The official program starts Friday 18.00 and ends Sunday 12.00. You are welcome to arrive from Thursday
evening and we will have some soft activities you can do with the other participants. You will also have the
opportunity to go swimming in the lake or take a hike to the Ohrid center.
Morning

Friday
(Arrival in Skopje)

Afternoon Arrival in Ohrid

Evening

Welcome to the Summit
Getting to know each other
Dinner
Introduction to Asocio and
the Summit

Saturday
Breakfast
Morning activity
Workshop 1
Blue hour
Lunch and break
Activity
Workshop 2
Blue hour
Dinner
Macedonian culture

Sunday
Future bi-/tri-lateral cooperation
Follow up initiatives
Farewell
End of Summit
Optional lunch

Other information:
We expect you to wear your normal national scout/guide uniform Friday evening when we meet for the
official welcome. Saturday and Sunday, you only need to wear your scarf.
Accommodation: At the Scout Center, we have rooms with 2, 3 and 4 beds. We will assign rooms
considering country and gender. If you have any requests, let us know. If you want a single room, this will
be possible at an additional cost of 50 EUR for both nights.
If you have any special needs, e.g. food, religion or disabilities, let Goran know (goran@scout.org.mk)
You will receive a Summit polo-shirt, so we need to know your size. Small, Medium, Large, X-Large, XXLarge. The size of the shirts is a little bit larger than normal, so e.g. if you think you are between Large and
X-large, pick a Large.
We will publish all information about the Summit on www.asocio.dk/summit when available.
We are looking forward to seeing you in Ohrid, Macedonia.
Asocio planning team.

